
Top tip
* Employing a skilled

designer is more likely to

give you a house that suits

you but employing such a

person is not for every-

body. Design guides can

show how design can help

you, and alert you to the

implications of your

choices about siting

and design.

The right design
ö it makes life a lot easier

By John Clements

The design of rural houses is not just a matter of

taste. By paying a little attention to design

matters at the outset of your project, you can

make it easier to get planning permission and

blend with the character of your area. You will

also end up with a home that better suits your

needs, is warmer and cheaper to heat and can

be easily adapted as family needs change over

time.

Changes in the economy mean that more

family members can now afford to live andwork

locally and can also aspire to building the house

of their dreams on family land. The selling of

sites has also become a significant component

of farm income, so it has becomes all the more

important for farmers and other rural people to

appreciate how better design can help smooth

the path through the planning process to an

attractive, readily marketable home. Minister

for the Environment Martin Cullen stressed the

importance of design in his recent

announcement and draft policy on rural houses,

so design is likely to become all the more

important in gaining planning permission.

Many people get by without themselves, or

the person doing their plans, paying much

attention to design. But this approach can lead

to difficulties, wasted money, or can result in a

finished product that only meets some of your

needs. By applying a bit of foresight, and

considering how your choice of house affects

the site you need, and vice versa,youmight save

a lot of frustration for yourself and others.

It is a myth that house design is just a matter

of taste. Almost everyone will agree that most

remaining houses over 100 years old look nice

and blend well into their landscape. Older

houses were usually built using tried and tested

local methods and materials. This gave them a

consistency which helped create a local

character that for many people means home,

and for which tourists are willing to travel across

the world to enjoy. It also gave the houses a

fitness for purpose, since they were orientated

tomaximise shelter from the wind and exposure

to the sun.This fitness for purpose is sometimes

lost when the latest fashion is plucked from

anywhere and dropped down onto any site.

Of course needs and aspirations have

changed, and nobody is suggesting that we

should all live in tiny cottages or huge country

mansions, no matter how picturesque some

might be. But it takes skilled design to combine

the characteristics of older rural houses that

most people value with the sort of

accommodation that we expect to find in our

houses today. Employing a skilled designer such

as an architect is more likely to give you a house

that suits your particular needs and your

particular site, but employing such a person is

not for everybody.

Fortunately there is a middle way. Design

guides can show how design can help you, and

alert you to the implications of your choices

about siting and design.

The Cork Rural Design Guide is one of the

latest of these. We have aimed to make it clear

and relevant to the general reader, using

hundreds of drawings and photographs. The

widespread praise we have received for the

document from the public and experts, and the

sales of 4,000 copies in just a few weeks,

suggest we have achieved our aim. While the

guide deals specifically with Co Cork, most of

the contents will be relevant to building a rural

house anywhere in the country. Minister Cullen

said The Cork Rural Design Guide is a good

illustration of how rural design can be done and

is the model to follow. The Cork Rural Design

Guide is available from most bookshops priced

E20.

Choosing an agent

Choosing the right person to draw up your plans

and submit your planning application is

extremely important. Selecting the cheapest or

most local person may be a false economy. Try

to make sure they have design skills and really

understand the planning process. A good agent

will be able to anticipate potential problems

with your proposals, and advise you how to get

the best out of your site or will suggest that you

choose another, rather than just take your

money then blame the planners when things

run into difficulties.

If you find the right agent you don't need to

know anything else, because they will guide you

through the site selection, house design and

planning process, focussing on your own needs

and aspirations and your local context.

Unfortunately such agents are rare and hard to

identify. Getting to understand the sort of

design issues discussed in the Cork Rural Design

Guide and other such publications will help you

assess the design knowledge of potential

agents.

Choosing a site

Make sure from the outset that your site can be

given a safe access which meets the standards of

your local roads authority. The exact standards

for your county and road-type can be checked

with the local authority.You also need to ensure

that the site meets basic drainage requirements.

There is no point in wasting time and money

with house designs and planning applications if

basics issues like these are difficult or impossible

to achieve.

Try to choose a site which already has at least

two, preferably three, existing boundaries, such

as hedgerows or other natural boundaries and

avoid the top of hills or ridges. This will help to

blend the development into the landscape. It

will also provide you with shelter, making your

house and garden more comfortable and

private and reduce your heating bills.

Choosing a site and a house should go hand

in hand. Avoid settling on a site until you are

clear that your house works well on it, and avoid

settling on a house design until you've found a

site that makes the most of it. For instance, a

big house usually needs a big site and large scale

landscaping to make it look right. If you have a

steep site a longer, narrow-plan house will work

better than a deep-plan (two or more rooms

deep) house that has a squarer plan or footprint.

If you end up having to build up or cut a big

platform for the house you've probably got the

wrong house for the site or the wrong site for

the house. Go backwards and forwards

between the two factors - house and site - until a

resolution is found.

~ Try to choose a

site which already

has at least two,

preferably three,

existing

boundaries, such

as hedgerows or

other natural

boundaries and

avoid the top of

hills or ridges.

This will help to

blend the

development into

the landscape.
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Consider the orientation in relation to the sun,

prevailing wind, trees, roads, the slope of the

ground and, most importantly, the relation

between all of them.

This is difficult to explain briefly, but you

don't want to end up with the sunniest rooms or

parts of the garden facing onto the road, or any

septic tank and percolation area forcing the

house uphill into the prevailing wind or an area

you need for road access.

Site layout

Avoid putting the house in the middle of the

plot with the cars to the front and at the very

least you should consider the other options first.

Putting the house in the middle of the plot

makes it look detached from its setting and

provides no privacy or out-of-sight storage for

refuse bins and other items.

Retain existing trees as far as possible, and

make the most of any existing trees, hedges and

slopes on the site.

Avoid laying lawn from boundary to

boundary, as this looks very suburban and is

rarely functional. Instead, break up the site into

irregular shaped distinct areas for different uses

using existing or new planting, walls or other

features.

If you want a path running around the house,

set this a few feet from the house rather than

against the wall, so that you can have some

plants immediately next to the house. This

makes a surprising difference to how well the

house links visually to its surroundings.

House design

Proportion is what makes or breaks the

appearance of a house. A well proportioned

house looks right without any decorative

flourishes, but a poorly proportioned house will

never look quite right no matter how many

fancy barge boards or other twiddles and fancy

finishes are added.

Proportion is a bit like harmony in music -

everyone knows a good tune when they hear it,

but few can make one up or say what it is that

makes it good. This is where employing

someone with real design skills come into play.

The Cork Rural Design Guide can also give you

some pointers.

Windows are a key element. Generally

windows will look better if they are taller than

they are wide. It often works well if the windows

are 1.5,1.63 or twice the width of the windows

because this balances the horizontal emphases

of ground, sills, eaves and roof. You should

usually aim towards more length of wall being

solid than window openings.

If you want wide windows, then they need to

be carefully placed and divided by bold, deep

section vertical framing.

If you have more than one roof-light, line

these up in relation to windows below and the

other roof-lights across, and ensure consistency

in their size and shape.

Avoid the ugly plastic box fascia or soffit so

prevalent nowadays, as these make the roof

look too heavy and broad. There is a wide

variety of neater, more traditional ways of

dealing with eaves and gable verges, and these

may even cost less.

Think twice about whether you really need

barge boards, particularly the frilly variety. You

should also avoid quoins, fancy porches and bay

windows, elaborate entrance gates, pretend

Victorian lamps or pretend Georgian criss-cross

strips on windows.

~ Good design

and location of

houses in the

countryside

ensures that

farmers, local

dwellers and

visitors can

experience a

pleasant

countryside.

20 things to consider when

planning a rural house
1: Local facilities 11: Fuel/storage

2: Prominance 12: Refuse

3: Energy 13: Work area

4: Sun 14: Recycling

5: Shelter 15: TV and satelite

6: Access 16: Parking

7: Power 17: Privacy

8: Water 18: Safety

9: Telecoms 19: Clothes line

10: Drainage 20: Garden/amenity

- Taken from the Cork Rural Design Guide

If in doubt, leave it out - they are only going to

cost you money to buy or maintain, and in most

cases will remove you from the tradition of

simplicity that characterises most of rural

Ireland.

Take a good look at the older houses around

your area. Whether or not your are intending to

build a house, its interesting and informative to

try to see what it is about them that makes them

so attractive and blend so well into the

landscape.

* John Clements is an Executive Planner with

Cork Co Council. The views expressed here are

not necessarily those of Cork Co Council, the

publishers of the Cork Rural Design Guide, or

its authors Colin Buchanan & Partners and

Mike Shanahan + Associates.
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